
Paris (s.)-Rose Miles-Brenden

Group

She is real.

I am innocently provided.

The case is closed.

I have my ring, and Jake, a promise.

Never Forget.... this much is the key to memory and epistomology derived from-logic.

I have the key to suffering.

Post my innocence or no wrong doing incarnate....

There is four month(s) - to this moment (7:40-41) - to decide on a relationship.  Love?

I will be studying two given(s) and two proposition(s).

I.) Painleve and Burger's Equation - at an Elliptic group - via a Lie Algebra and percolation.

II.) The limitation of topological assembly, percolative model(s) and Statistics of group and taxonomies.

a.) Law and it's Inheritance.

b.) Ecology, Medicine, Sociology, and Branches of Knowledge & Science.

My Hobby just-shifted to writing of my promises, ideas on articles, and of the book, and studies [as above], and of the 

program.

Programming, and that of ACT, a Job, and the Device, have become primary, and I understand what was 'good' about my 

year(s) with Dusti.  I remain happy, and confident, although, somewhat a subconscious forward looking positively held 

happiness.  I remain to come upon where I will, and am John the Baptist, Jacob, Moses, and Yichud, and Paris.

Taxonomy, to-which a 'hypothetical' pen-adonizer and trichorder and lithmus test can taxonomically integrate to-specialty 

at the database of genelogical *life, and of the person and their chemical dating and breakdown for of a hologram can identify 

health conditional assumptions, and revolutionize medicine.

Consider leap-ahead and leap-back, and the round trip, the relative shift, and the 'back-track' and 'ffwd-track', at social 

dispute.

Three-body problem?  There is in fact a resolution,... at Incompletion-Completion, but* of hume(s) fork on local to eventual-

global medical record foundation.

Clustering of numeric relationships for in rolling Platonic-Solid(s) & more advanced Johnson Solid(s), that of the graph-

appropriateness, and of the inclusion and exclusion into new-group(s) at FCT, - and the 'orientability' from-bias....

*** Incompletion and Completion, Law and Science and Ecology and Medicine - whether our number-system is in *Question.
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